COLOR PE.D
An exciting game from the company
that is setting the standards. Colorful,
high scoring, fast action play of arcade quality. High resolution, multicolored characters on a black background. Smooth accurate joystick
control. Top 5 scores in demonstration mode. Pause feature. 1 or 2
players. 100% machine language.
Requires 16K color computer with
joysticks·.
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P.O. Box 1035, East Lansing, Ml 48823
TRS 80 Color Computer is TM ol Tandy Corp.

COLOR PE.DE.
LOADING INSTRUCTIONS:

CASSETTE: Place the cassette into
the cassette player, rewind the cassette fully, and push the PLAY button. Then type in:

CLOADM
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The program will load in about one
minute and begin to run automatically. There is a copy of the program on each side of the cassette.
DISK: Place the diskette into the
disk drive with the small notch up,
close the door, and type in:

LOADM"CPEDE"

After the disk drive stops spinning
type in:

EXEC
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STARTING THE GAME: The game is now in the attract mode where

the top five scores are displayed. The game has both joystick and
keyboard input for either one or two players. To begin the game using
the keyboard input, press 1 or 2, depending on the number of players.
The UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT arrows are used to control the
shooter and the SlilFT key is used to fire. In the joystick game, player
one uses the left joystick. To begin the game using joystick input,
press the left joystick trigger button for a one player game or the
right joystick trigger button for a two player game.

PAUSE AND RESTART: The game may be paused indefinitely during

play by simply pressing the SPACE BAR once. To resume play right
where you left off, press the trigger button or the SlilFT key. While in
the pause mode, you may abort the game and return to the attract
mode by pressing the BREAK key.

BEGINNING PLAY: Player one's score is displayed at the top left of

the screen and Player two's score is displayed at the top right. The
number of shooters left for each player is displayed next to their score.
Both players begin with 3 shooters. A new shooter is awarded every
10,000 points, up to a maximum of 7 shooters at any one time. At the
start of each game, each player is given the same random field. At the
end of each player's turn, the field is saved for the next time. When
both players have exhausted their supply of shooters, the games returns to the attract mode.

•
THE SHOOTER: You can maneuver your shooter
.._- in the bottom 8 rows of the screen around the toad
stools. Shoot the attacking bugs before they get you. The
fire button may be held down for continuous fire. Only
one bullet may be on the screen at a time.

TOAD STOOLS: 1 POINT: It takes 4 bullets to de•
stroy a toad stool. A poisoned toad stool is worth 5
POINTS. At the end of each player's turn, every damaged
and poisoned toad stool is reset , while adding 5 POINTS
to the score.

~ THE BOUNCING BUG: 300, 600 or 900 POINTS:
depending on how close he is. He will appear at
random times and bounce around the bottom of the screen
eating toad stools .
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COLORPEDE: HEAD: 100 POINTS; BODY PART:
10 POINTS: Each colorpede is led by a head. When
•
you shoot the colorpede, it will break up. The new section
created will have a new head. Destroy the entire colorpede
to get a new frame. If you don't destroy the entire colorpede soon enough, new heads will appear on the side.
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BEETLE: 250 POINTS: He comes out in the second
~ and higher frames planting more toad stools if
there are too few in the bottom section of the screen.

~ STINGER: 1000 P01NTS: He runs across the screen

.,. in the fourth and higher frames poisoning toad
stools. If a colorpede section touches a poisoned mushroom, it will drop to the bottom of the screen.

PROGRAM NOTICE
INTRACOLOR COMMUNICATIONS programs
are sold on an "AS IS" basis without warranty of
any kind. INTRACOLOR COMMUNICATIONS,
its authorized dealers and distributors shall have
no liability or responsibility to any person or
entity with respect to any liability, loss or damage
caused or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly, by INTRACOLOR COMMUNICATIONS
programs.
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